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The following documentation seeks to explain the creation of face and body animated iClone avatars 
with the use of the G5 low poly skeleton.  This white paper can facilitate the creation of any low polygon count 
character for real-time applications where consistent acceptable frame rate is key to success.
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Sec 1: Use Case & Application Settings
Low poly skeleton is based on the popular HIK skeleton setup utilizing FBX as a bridge format for 

interoperability.  G5 low poly skeleton's minimalistic approach to bone count can still utilize the full range of 
iClone's animation tool-sets including its comprehensive facial animation system.

Pic A: Common Work Flow

Albeit common work flow in the above diagram, individual use case may vary.

This white paper will use 3DS Max as an example 3D application with the latest versions of 3DXChange 
and iClone.  It will not cover the steps and intricacies for exporting to a gaming software development kit.  

Pic C: Time, Unit, and Grid Settings

Face expression keys are placed on every second up to a maximum of 95 keys.  To reflect this, set 
frame rate to Custom with fps set to 1, time display to Frames with animation Start Time to 1 and Length to 95.  It 
can also be helpful to set the Display Unit to Meters with Grid Spacing at 0.1m and Major Lines at every 10 units. 
This will allow for the quick measurement an accurate height value during character creation.  For reference: 
average human height is 1.77 meters or 18 units. 

Frames can be kept at NTSC, PAL, or Film, however expression keys will have to placed every second 
at every 30th, 25th, or 24th frame respectively.  Unlike facial expression keys, body animations should be done 
in NTSC or Film speed and do not adhere to this rule.

Sec 2: G5 Low Poly Skeleton In-Depth
G-5 low poly skeleton can be flexibly incorporated into any character creation process.  A G5 game 

skeleton can auto-convert to an iClone compatible rig in 3DXchange saving the user a lot of time.  To make that 
possible, simply re-appropriate the G-5 game skeleton by importing it to a 3D application of choice and changing 
its proportions.

Pic A: Skeleton Hierarchy Chart

G5 Game Skeleton must adhere to strict nomenclature in order to auto-convert.  Additional bones are 
supported as long as they are extensions of the G5 hierarchy.  Appendages like tails and wings can be tagged 
as extend bone in 3DXchange but the addition of extra spine and roll bones are best avoided.  Non-standard roll 
bones are simply ignored in iClone.  All bone names are prefixed with “Game_” with the only occurrence of a 
underscore, after which, the names are typically camel-cased.  Any centrally located bones need not be labeled 
as center as this is assumed.  All numbering is done in natural Arabic numerals as the ending suffix.

The entire skeleton hierarchy must be parented under a Dummy node called “Game_Root.”  This node 
can be used to properly rescale the character.  Dummy nodes may come in other forms like locators or an empty 
group.

Pic B: Skeleton Nomenclature: Body

Body and Limb bones are labeled with “Left” or “Right” according the side of the body the bone exists 
from the perspective of the character.  Bone chains typically span out from “Game_Spine,” “Game_LeftHand,” 
and “Game_RightHand.”  Legs and Feet have 4 bones on each side spanning from the hip.  Starting from 
“Game_LeftUpLeg” ending with “Game_LeftToeBase,” the hierarchy correlates with the thigh, knee, ankle, and 
ball of the foot.  At the moment toe bones are not supported, however they may be added and tagged as extend 
bone for manual or spring animation in iClone.  Arms starts with “Game_LeftShoulder” to “Game_LeftHand” for a 
total of 4 bones on each side.  These correlate to the clavicle, shoulder, elbow, and the wrist from which finger 
bones extend out.

Pic C: Skeleton Nomenclature: Hand

Hands have 16 bones on each side.  Every individual finger and thumb comprise of three bones without 
a tip bone, therefore the finger tip geometry is completely weighted to the third and last bone of the finger chain, 
the positioning of which is the last knuckle before the fingernail.  Branching out from a central “Game_LeftHand”  
or “Game_RightHand” as the wrists, are the index large knuckle, index middle knuckle, and index final knuckle 
before the fingertip.  The index finger chain order is repeated for the middle, ring, and pinky fingers.  Only 
exception is the thumb of which the first knuckle starts near the wrist bone connected to the padded portion of 
the palm.

Pic D: Skeleton Nomenclature: Face

Head bone hierarchy is based on the work done with DAZ 3D interoperability and simplification of G5 
Standard character.  Instead of “Left” and “Right,” the suffix “L” and “R” are used.  To further differentiate locality, 
an “Inner” and “Outer” is added as well as an “Upper” and “Lower.”  The tongue is unique in that “F” and “R” 
suffix stands for “front” and “rear” of the mouth cavity.  The eyes follow the body and limb naming convention.  
The jaw bone is doubled upon and the parent of the two named as “Game_JawRoot” and child bone named 
“Game_Jaw.”  Because of the way iClone works, the jaw root is software driven while the jaw is manually driven.  
Jaw root has no weighted influence on the geometry.  Facial animation keys should be put on the jaw bone while 
no keys are to be put on the jaw_root.

Sec 3: G5 Low Poly Skeleton Setup
Most efficient use of G5 game skeleton is simply to reuse the provided skeleton file.  General settings for 

FBX skeleton import are: file content to “Add”, uncheck the Animation option and set Bone conversion to “Leave 
as bones”.

Pic A: FBX Import Dialog and Link Display

Initially the bones come in as dots.  For ease of use, select all the bones and display the bone links by 
going to the link display roll-out.

Pic B: Edit Bone Tools

Use of 3DS Max Bone Tools in “Bone Edit Mode” is highly recommended.  Bone On option under Bone 
Properties should be turned off so that during proportion editing, the auto-orientation does not input unwanted 
rotational values on the moved bone and its parent bone.  

G5 Game Skeleton re-appropriation has two main phases.  First phase emphasizes the posture of the 
mesh which must match the T-pose of the skeleton file.  Posture is mainly concerned about the angles and the 
way the character is standing as opposed to proportion which regards the length of limbs and height of a 
character.   Another common workaround, especially if the geometry is unwieldy, is to set a key at the first frame 
for the entire skeleton hierarchy and move the bones around to match the pose of the geometry on the second 
frame then skin weight.  After the skin weight is completed delete the second frame key to restore the character 
to the original T-Pose. 

Pic C: T Pose

A character in a relaxed pose should be changed to a T-pose.

Pic D: Body Posture: Straight Spine & Legs

It is best to avoid any curvature in the spine and bent knees unless this is part of the character's 
physique.

Pic E: Straight Arms & Hands

iClone can derive the bending direction from the arm automatically.  For proper bone orientations, the 
elbows should be locked, fingers and thumbs straight and parallel to the ground plane.

On the other hand, skeleton proportions must match those of that character geometry.  To do so, simply 
extend and contract the bone lengths and positioning along their orientation axis.  It is generally okay to move 
bones as long as the angles or orientation do not change unless they are already in an angle shown in the 
following diagram.

Pic F: Bone Manipulation Do's and Don'ts

Beware that changing the relative position of the bones from below to above, back to front and vice 
versa will cause complications in iClone's implementation of HIK rigging, of which can include IK pole vector 
inversion.  Example areas that are prone to this mistake are the hips and legs, fingers and wrists.  If one does 
end up scaling joint dimensions, be sure to reset scale under Bone Properties in the Bone Tools panel.

Pic G: Bone Rotation Value Check

All bone local rotational axis values should aligned to the world.  Also it is best to keep the scale of the 
root node at 100%.  If an avatar scale change is desired, make sure the skeleton is set to inherit parent bone 
transformations and only scale by the root node.  After the pose of the geometry and the proportions of the 
skeleton are made complimentary, one can start to bind the geometry to the skeleton.

If one wishes to use 3DS Max Bone Mirror Tools, beware that the mirrored bones must match the 
naming conventions of the Skeleton Hierarchy Chart in Section 3 Pic A.  Lastly, the T-Pose should only be 
modified in 3DXchange to make it compatible with a variety of motions.

Sec 4: Skin Weight Tips
Due to simplification and reduction of bone quantity, some bones are intentionally left out such as mid-

roll, chin, toe, rib, heel bones, etc.  Notable exceptions to this rule are the clavicle, tongue, nostril, cheek bones 
among others.

Pic A: Head and Body Bone Positioning

Grayed out bones above are intentionally left out in the G5 Low Poly Skeleton.  Be sure to place the face 
bones close to the surface of the face without going through the mesh.  



Pic B: Head and Body Skin Weight Regions

The chin area of the face should be weighted to the Jaw bone not the Jaw_Root bone.  Sides of the 
body where the rib cage lies should be completely weighted to the Spine2 bone.  G5 Low Poly Skeleton does not 
support mid/roll bones, instead make sure to blend weights smoothly across the length of the limbs.  Nostril bone 
weighting starts off strongest on the tip of the nose and tapers in strength around the bridge and flaps of the 
nose.  Eyeballs are weighted entirely to the left and right eye bones while eyelid bones have very small influence 
area responsible only for blinking.  There are no bones for controlling the ear, therefore they should be 100% 
weighted to the head bone.

Pic C: Hand & Feet Bone Positioning

The bones of the hand lie on major joints of the hand such as the wrist and knuckles.  Do keep fingers 
as straight as possible from the top and side views.  Place the bottom of the feet is flush to the floor, do not tilt 
the ankles in any way.  The ToeBase bone pivots around the ball of the feet with the mesh of the ball.

Pic D: Hand & Feet Skin Weight Regions

Weight the last bone of each finger to its entire end joint.  The toes should be completely weighted to 
ToeBase bone while the heel region is completely weighted to the Foot bone.

Pic E: Edge-looping Tips

In organic modeling edge loops play a vital role in proper deformation of the mesh in animation.  Generally 
edge loops follow the structure and contour of the major muscles regions.  Do carefully consider the edge-loops of 
the mesh, especially in the face and chest areas and keep the following tips in mind:

• T trapezius muscle should be clearly defined from the deltoid muscle. 
• Pectoralis should lead smoothly into the deltoid muscles.
• At least two or more bands for good bending results around limb joints.
• Consider edge-looping a ring around the mouth and eyes.
• Try to strike a balance between poly count and proper edge-looping.

Pic F: Lips Weighting Test

The lips should be weighted equally across the lip bones much like a rubber band.  If a pursed shape 
along with an “O” shape with tongue curled upwards can be attained than the mouth region is nearly completed.  
Do not attempt to model in lip creases and eliminate them if they exist.  Creasing should be made possible with 
careful attention to weighting.  Do keep weighted regions as isolated as possible.  Areas outside of the 
expression influence areas are weighted 100% to the Head bone.  Tongue_R and Tongue_L are the only bones 
that should have influence over the tongue geometry.  Upper gums and teeth are weighted entirely to the Head 
bone and the lower gums and teeth are weighted entirely to the jaw bone.  

Sec 5: Bone / Morph Expression Setup
3DXchange and iClone support both bone and morph animations.  It is up to individual preference 

whether when and where either method is used.  The target application and end usage should also be taken into 
account.  For this paper we'll discuss three popular iClone usage and how it will impact your setup method.

For Game SDK / Interactive Media Applications:
It is safer to keep all facial expressions and lip-syncing as bone-based animations as that is generally 

supported.  Individual applications may vary and one must verify with the product vendor whether morph targets 
are supported.  Most of the popular gaming SDKs will have some form of morph target plug-in available for 
purchase.   3DXchange offers FBX custom presets for game SDKs like Unity 3D and Unreal Editor.  

For iClone / Machinima / Compositing:
Since facial keys in Puppeteering conflicts with manual manipulation of joints, it is preferable for facial 

expressions to strictly use morph targets as this will free up “extend” bones in iClone for direct inverse and 
forward kinematic manipulation.  Tagged extend bones will deactivate any bone based expressions which can be 
overcome by baking expressions into morph targets.  Another method is to have two versions of the same 
character, one that requires manual animation of the extend bones and the other that uses expression keys.  

For other 3D Applications as Animation / Content Aid:
Any application that supports the FBX file format will work with any combination of bone and morph 

expression setup.  3DXchange offers FBX custom presets for other 3D applications like 3DS Max, Maya, and 
Motionbuilder.

Pic A: Bone with Morph Setup

The “Extend” tag in 3DXchange will allow the manipulation of facial bones in iClone.  Since the same tag 
will also disable expression keys, the best workaround is to use morph-based facial expressions.  In the above 
example, one can still hand key the tongue even when it is activated in morph based lip-sync animations.  For 
spring dynamics make sure to tag proper extend bone chains as “spring” in 3DXchange.  Any bone not tagged 
as “face” will disappear from the 3DXchange view-port when the expression editor is open.  

Pic B: Keying Morph Expression Targets

Place morph keys just as one would place bone-based expression keys at every second mark.  Although 
initiating only one morph shape at a time is recommended, one can also combine morph shapes together to 
create other expression shapes.  

Keep in mind that iClone does not have a specific “face” region, therefore morph animations can be used 
on the body and mapped to expressions if so desired.  The same can be said about facial bones that have 
weight influences outside of the facial area.  Therefore full body morphs are possible with puppeteering.

Sec 6: Facial Expression Keys
Facial expression keys are relied upon for face puppeteering and lip-syncing in iClone.  Key-frame 

animations in a 3D application can be used for auto-conversion in 3DXchange for bone-based, morph-based, or 
combinations thereof.  Simply follow the time-line guide below when placing keys in a third-party application. 

Pic A: Facial Expression Key-frame Listing

 
Keep the following rules in mind when working with facial expression keys:

• Expression key are placed every second starting from 1 to 95.  
• Muscle groups are total of 36 keys required for iClone's facial puppeteer.  
• Viseme groups are a total of 15 keys required for text to speech and voice to speech.  
• Jaw, Eye, & Head groups can be driven by non-standard auto-conversion in 3DXchange.  
• Custom groups are a maximum of 24 unique facial expressions specifically used by the avatar.  
• Inside iClone, custom expressions are blended in groups of 4 shapes according to cursor position. 
• While iClone Puppeteering is activated, cursor positioning on the middle of the screen will not initiate any 

expression shape while cursor in the corners of the screen triggers two shapes simultaneously therefore 
creating a blended expression shape. 

Pic B: Viseme Guide

Visemes are best kept subtle.  The shapes should be exaggerated just enough to read well and not over 
done.  Extreme exaggerations will cause viseme keys to “pop” when they are placed in close proximity in 
iClone's Viseme animation track.

The degree at which the details of the viseme shapes are attended to can mean a world of difference in 
the consequent facial performance in iClone.  The following are a few of the intricacies to look out for:

• The jaw has a degree of opening in most visemes with the exception of “EE”, “SZ”, “Ch J”, “BMP”, and 
“N NG”.

• For “R” the tongue slightly touches the roof mouth, while in “T L D” the tongue reaches upward in a more 
pronounced way, and the tongue is sandwiched between the teeth in “Th”.  

• Pay special attention to the way teeth are revealed, typically in the case of “FV” and “N NG” the top 
portion of the teeth are revealed while the bottom hidden, for shapes like “R” and “KG” the opposite is 
true, while “CH J”, “EE”, and “T L D” are example visemes where both top and bottom portions of the 
teeth are equally revealed.  

Pic C: 3DXchange Expression Editor

Modify Panel → Face Setup → Expression Editor

All face expression keys can be set directly in 3DXchange through the Expression Editor after a Non-
Standard conversion.  Although bone-based expressions can be made in the 3DXchange by simply moving the 
bones of face and keying, morph target based expressions still have to be made in a third-party application.  

Sec 7: Export Settings
Phong materials are recommended for the most accurate result in iClone.  Within the material settings 

set ambient color from 50% to 95% gray, diffuse color to white, glossiness to 33 and up depending on the 
reflectivity of the material.  In Autodesk Maya, glossiness of 33 is equivalent to cosine power of 10, and diffuse 
white is equivalent to diffuse value of 1.0.  Without ambient and diffuse support, characters tend to look very dark 
in iClone's default lighting.

Pic A: Example Material Settings

Although not necessary, the eyes of a character can be made more life-like by separating the cornea 
from the iris and pupil as a separate object with a transparent reflective material.

As a final note, do merge geometry according to material usage.  For example, if the head and body 
share the same shader type along with the same textures, it is best to merge the head and the body as one 
piece of geometry and eliminate duplicate materials.  Combining textures and materials can reduce draw calls 
for obtaining better frame rates, albeit less true for iClone, it is still a good practice especially in the case of 
working with a gaming SDK.

Pic B: FBX Export Settings

Keep the following tips in mind when exporting a FBX file to 3DXchange.

• Dummy deformers are not recognized by iClone therefore must be converted to bones.  
• Facial keys have to be baked with deformation settings including Skins and Morphs.  
• Character Animation Tools (CAT) in 3DSMax must be converted to HIK conventions upon export.
• Embedding media will allow textures to conveniently carry over to 3DXchange without linking to a texture 

file path.  However, make sure to delete the “fbm” folder that 3DXchange creates in the FBX file directory 
upon 3DXchange import or press the “Embed Texture” button under the “Material(Y)” menu in the Modify 
panel.

• iClone and 3DXchange are both Z-up 3D applications just like 3DS Max.  Some applications like Maya 
and Unity have Y-up coordinates.

• Subsequent iClone file size will be a factor of the FBX file size, therefore it is highly recommended to 
save the FBX in Binary format as this will reduce the iClone file size significantly.

• Export only what is needed, leave out lighting, environments, camera objects, and complex shader 
functions when exporting props or avatars.

3DXchange supports morph keys starting from version 5.5, however only morph information from FBX 
version 2011 and below are recognized.  Files exported in FBX version 2012 and above will only work with bone 
based animations.  Within iClone one should apply foot and/or hand contacts, name and save the avatar, and 
adjust iAvatar thumbnail by uploading an image.  These features will likely be integrated in newer versions of 
3DXchange.


